ABSTRACT In this paper, we study the energy-efficiency (EE) maximization problem for a multiple-input multiple-output distributed antenna system (DAS) with pilot contamination. With per-user quality of service constraints and per remote antenna unit (RAU) power requirements, we formulate the EE maximization problem as a joint optimization of sparse transmit beamforming, RAU selection, and RAU clustering. The considered problem is a non-convex multivariate optimization problem. To solve the problem, we transform it to an equivalent parametric programming problem (PPP) with a given EE parameter and design a twolayer optimization scheme to solve the original problem. The outer layer involves two kinds of algorithms to iteratively update the EE parameter based on Dinkelbach's algorithm and bi-section search, respectively. The more challenging issue lies in the inner loop, where a non-convex multivariate PPP needs to be tackled. A series of techniques, including the reweighted 1 -norm, D.C. function, and semidefinite relaxation (SDR), is adopted to approximate the non-convex multivariate PPP with a convex SDR problem. Furthermore, a heuristic algorithm is proposed to reduce the complexity of a two-layer scheme. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms significantly improve the EE and demonstrate that RAU selection and RAU clustering contribute to a higher EE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, green mobile communication has gradually become a research hotspot due to the environmental concerns, which motivates many researchers to devote themselves to improving energy efficiency (EE). In recent years, there have been lots of works focusing on EE for different architectures, including co-located antenna system (CAS) [1] and cloud radio access network (Cloud-RAN) [2] . Currently, more and more researchers pay attention to EE in distributed antenna system (DAS).
DAS has traditionally been used for years to extend signal coverage in places where a decent reception of the signal is otherwise impossible such as tunnels, mines, subways etc [3] . However, with explosive demand on high quality of service (QoS), universal coverage and more capacity, DAS has emerged as a promising antenna topology in 5G mobile communication, due to its advantage in improving spectral, EE and relay rate, as well as lowering the cutoff rate [4] . Different from the topology of conventional CAS, there are some remote antenna units (RAUs) geographically separated over the cell in DAS. Each RAU is connected to a baseband processing unit (BPU) with a high-speed low-latency wired channel, such as optical fiber or other specified wireless links [5] , [6] .
Compared with CAS, DAS can greatly improve EE under the same power consumption model and identical system configuration [7] . The reasons why the DAS topology can greatly improve EE are several-fold. First, since the average distance of propagation to or from the nearest antenna is intuitively decreased under the DAS topology, uplink and downlink transmit power will be reduced for a fixed channel quality. Second, RAUs are only responsible for receiving and transmitting signals in DAS. The majority of the baseband signal processing are operated in the BPU. Hence, the architecture of RAUs is simple without high-cost and high-power battery system, cooling system etc, thus greatly reducing the power consumption. Third, the BPU allows for the coordination between RAUs and conducts joint beamforming to mitigate interference. The transmit power at the RAUs can be reduced with less interference. Fourth, RAUs are geographically separated over the cell in DAS, leading to different path loss between user k and each RAU. Meanwhile, since users are randomly distributed in the cell, there will always be some users quite distant from some RAUs. Large path loss makes these RAUs trivial to these users, thus the BPU can consider RAU clustering to assign appropriate RAU sets instead of all RAUs to serve each user for the energy-saving purpose. In addition, since some RAUs are usually idle at night or during non-peak time because of the decrease of the number of users, the BPU can perform joint resource allocation and RAU selection, putting idle RAUs into sleep mode to save energy [8] . In conclusion, DAS can save energy at RAU side owing to its topology, and we can optimize transmit beamforming, RAU clustering and RAU selection to improve EE.
To the best of our knowledge, there are few works simultaneously taking transmit beamforming, RAU clustering and RAU selection into consideration to maximize EE in DAS [9] , [10] . Ren et al. [9] took RAU selection into consideration and optimized the transmit covariance to maximize EE for the single-user downlink DAS. However, they did not jointly optimize transmit covariance and RAU selection. Instead, they first solved the EE maximization problem under a fixed set of active RAUs, then proposed a distance-based RAU selection method to determine the optimal set of active RAUs. In addition, this paper is only applicable to single-user DAS, which is not practical in real communication systems. Joung et al. [10] formulated an EE maximization problem considering RAU clustering, precoding matrix and transmit power for large-scale DAS. Similarly to [9] , Joung et al. first proposed antenna selection and user clustering methods to determine RAU clustering, then decomposed the per-cluster subproblem into two optimization problems to find precoding matrix and transmit power, instead of jointly optimizing RAU clustering, precoding matrix and transmit power. In this paper, we formulate an EE maximization problem for multiuser DAS to jointly optimize transmit beamforming, RAU clustering and RAU selection.
As we all know, the EE is defined as the ratio of the downlink sum rate to the total power consumption. Hence, it is very important to acquire downlink sum rate and build power consumption model. Because transmit beamforming is closely related with channel state information (CSI), CSI is very essential to acquire downlink sum rate. Currently, pilot based channel estimation is the most effective method to acquire CSI by transmitting known pilot sequences. However, due to limited time and frequency resources, we have to reuse finite orthogonal pilot sequences, which leads to the estimator of objective channel hampered by other channels. This effect is called pilot contamination (PC). It is obvious that PC is unavoidable, thus we must take it into consideration when optimizing beamforming vectors. In conclusion, it is very essential to study EE maximization problem with PC for DAS. To the best of our knowledge, there is a limited number of works focusing on EE for multiuser DAS in the presence of PC. Zuo et al. [11] studied an EE maximization problem for downlink multicell DAS in the presence of PC. They provided an efficient tool to find out optimums of the number of RAU antennas, the number of RAUs and the number of served users to maximize EE. However, they did not optimize transmit beamforming to maximize EE. In this paper, we take PC into consideration and jointly optimize transmit beamforming, RAU clustering and RAU selection to maximize EE for DAS.
Another critical problem to calculate EE is building power consumption model. So far, there have been several power consumption models proposed in EE maximization problem for DAS. In most of works, total power consumption consists of transmit power consumption and the circuit power consumption, but the power consumption of backhaul links is ignored [9] , [12] , [13] . In reality, the topology of DAS makes backhaul links to be indispensable. The BPU and RAUs must transmit signals to each other via backhaul links, which consumes considerable energy. Hence, it is necessary to take backhaul power consumption into consideration, which will greatly affect the EE in DAS [14] . In [15] - [17] , power consumption of backhaul links between each RAU and BPU was modeled as a constant. Actually, the backhaul power consumption is related with the throughput of backhaul links. The power consumption of the whole backhaul links was modeled as a function of channel capacity and spectral efficiency respectively in [11] and [18] . However, the power consumption of each backhaul link between a RAU and the BPU is actually different. It is related with RAU clustering and depends on the accumulated data rates of those users served by corresponding RAU. As mentioned above, the transmit power consumption is relevant to RAU selection. Hence, this paper takes RAU clustering and RAU selection into consideration to propose a novel network consumption model for downlink DAS.
A. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper aims to jointly optimize transmit beamforming, RAU clustering and RAU selection to maximize EE for downlink DAS in the presence of PC. The network power consumption of DAS is composed of RAU power consumption, backhaul power consumption and BPU power consumption. In addition, PC effect is considered to calculate the achievable rates of users. This paper formulates the EE maximization problem as a joint optimization of transmit beamforming, RAU clustering and RAU selection, with a QoS constraint at each user and a transmitting power constraint at each RAU. In order to solve this non-convex problem, we transform it to a convex problem through a series of operations, including equivalent transformation, first-order Taylor expansion and semidefinite relaxation (SDR) etc. Furthermore, this paper proposes three kinds of low-complexity iterative algorithms for practical implementation. The major contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
• We first derive a downlink achievable rate in the presence of PC, then we build a power consumption model consisting of RAU, backhaul and BPU power consumption. RAU clustering and RAU selection are considered in the power consumption model.
• We formulate the network EE maximization problem with PC for the DAS as a multivariate fractional programming problem (FPP). In order to solve it, we first transform it to a parametric programming problem (PPP), which is further approximated to an univariate SDR problem by adopting a series of methods, including the reweighted 1 -norm, D.C. function and SDR etc. The SDR problem is a convex problem and can be solved efficiently, e.g., via interior point methods.
• According to the process of transforming the original non-convex problem to a convex SDR problem, we design three kinds of iterative algorithms to solve the original problem. Comparative results show that all three algorithms achieve the same optimum, but with different time complexity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II first introduces the channel model and performs channel estimation with PC, then derives the expression for downlink achievable rate with PC. At last, a novel power consumption model for DAS is built. Section III formulates the EE maximization problem and transforms it to an equivalent PPP. In Section IV, we propose a low-complexity algorithm to solve the equivalent PPP. Furthermore, three kinds of iterative algorithms are designed to solve the original problem in Section V. Section VI investigates the performance of three algorithms by simulative results. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
The notations used in this paper are conformed to the following convention. Boldface letters stand for matrices (upper case) or vectors (lower case). The conjugation, transpose, conjugate transpose and trace operators are denoted by (·) * , (·) T , (·) H and Tr (·) respectively. · 2 denotes the 2-norm, and I M stands for the M × M identity matrix. E {·} represents the expectation operators, and CN (µ, σ 2 ) denotes the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
II. SYSTEM MODEL
This paper considers a densely deployed multi-user DAS, consisting of M RAUs equipped with N antennas and K single-antenna users. Let M = {1, . . . M } denote the set of RAU indices, and U = {1, . . . K } denote the index set of users. In DAS, all randomly located RAUs are connected to a BPU via backhaul links, such as optical fiber or specified wireless links. The majority of baseband signal processing are migrated to the BPU, enabling low-cost and dispersively distributed RAUs. In addition, this paper assumes that all users can access all RAUs. It enables full cooperation among RAUs, and further leads to efficient interference management and mobility management. Due to the fact that CSI is usually unknown to base stations and users in reality, we have to estimate channels before data transmitting. Assuming the system operates in time division duplex (TDD) mode, we only have to estimate uplink channel because of the reciprocity between uplink and downlink. Furthermore, it is assumed that the channel is block-fading and frequency-flat.
A. CHANNEL MODEL
In DAS, all RAUs are randomly distributed at different location, thus transmit signals are decayed by different path loss, shadow fading and small-scale fading. The channel vector from the k-th user to all RAUs can be modeled as [19] 
where
λ km represents the path loss and shadow fading between the k-th user and the m-th RAU. ⊗ stands for Kronecker product, and c is the median of the mean path gain at a reference distance. In addition, d km denotes the distance from user k to RAU m. ζ is the path loss exponent, typically between 3.0 and 5.0, and s km is a log-normal shadow fading variable. C k is a block-diagonal matrix, representing the receive correlation matrix between the k-th user and all RAUs. g km denotes small-scale fast fading, and it's a vector with size N which contains independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) zero mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random variables with unit variance.
B. CHANNEL ESTIMATION WITH PC
During the channel estimation of uplink, base station receives
where s p,k is the 1 × τ P pilot sequence p assigned to user k, and the number of available orthogonal pilot sequences is τ P . N ∈ C MN ×τ P is spatially independent additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ 2 n . It is assumed that the users reusing the same pilot sequence p constitute a set U p , which satisfies
where denotes a null set.
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Considering minimum mean-square error (MMSE) channel estimator, the channel estimation for multi-user DAS with PC is given as follows [20] 
and R k denotes the covariance matrix of the channel from the k-th user to all RAUs,
where (a) is obtained because
Due to the orthogonality property of the MMSE estimation, the channel h k can be decomposed as
where h k is the uncorrelated estimation error which is statistically independent of h k because of joint Gaussianity of both vectors. Hence, the distribution of them respectively satisfy [21] , [22] 
For the sake of simplicity, we let R k denote the covariance of
C. DOWNLINK SIGNAL MODEL
In this paper, we adopt data-sharing transmission strategy to deliver data to the users in the downlink [2] . In this strategy, the BPU routes the intended message for each user to a cluster of RAUs through the backhaul links, and then the cluster of RAUs cooperatively serve that user through joint beamforming.
The received signal y k ∈ C of the k-th user can be written as
where s j is a complex scalar representing the data symbol for the j-th user and it is assumed that s j ∼ CN (0, 1).
∈ C MN is the beamforming vector for the j-th user, where w mj ∈ C N represents the beamforming vector at RAU m for user j. z k ∼ CN (0, σ 2 k ) is the complex AWGN vector with zero mean and variance σ 2 k . In order to obtain a downlink achievable rate, we decompose h k into h k + h k . The received signal y k in (13) can be rewritten as
We assume the scalar h H k w k is known to user k and treat residual channel estimation error as additive zero-mean Gaussian noise. According to the Theorem 1(Worst Case Uncorrelated Additive Noise) in [23] , we can obtain an achievable lower bound for downlink rate
where B represents the channel bandwidth, and H k = h k h H k . Correspondingly, we can define an achievable downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the k-th user as SINR k
Because the second-order statistical information are easy to be acquired in actual system, we can obtain the downlink achievable SINR and achievable rate once the beamforming vectors are given. In order to obtain the EE, we next discuss the network power consumption model.
D. POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL
In the traditional CAS, power consumption usually only consists of transmit power and signal processing power at the base station. However, the topology of DAS is remarkably different from CAS. The backhaul links consume nonnegligible energy to route signal, thus we should take the power consumption of both RAUs and BPU, as well as backhaul links into consideration. Based on the power consumption models proposed in [2] and [8] for C-RAN, the detailed downlink power consumption models adopted in this paper are described as follows:
1) RAU POWER CONSUMPTION
The power consumption of RAU is determined by two factors: the power for reliable data transmission and the circuit power consumption, which is the power consumed by mixers, filters and digital-to-analog converters, digital signal processing (DSP), radio frequency (RF) chains, etc. Since the design procedures and production processes of different RAUs are usually discrepant, there must be some differences between their power consumption models. In order to adapt to different types of RAUs, we adopt the justified linear power model proposed in [24] to establish the RAU power consumption model, which is described as follows:
is the transmit power of the m-th RAU. η m accounts for the power that scales with the corresponding power type, such as the amplifier inefficiency and feeder losses, cooling, or battery backup [24] . P act m is the power consumption in the active mode, while P slp m represents the power consumption in the sleep mode. Both of them are usually constants, and P act m is typically larger than P slp m .
2) BACKHAUL POWER CONSUMPTION
In DAS, RAUs are connected to BPU via the high-capacity backhaul links, such as optical fiber. This paper adopts the technique proposed in [2] . The backhaul link is modeled as a set of communication channels, each with capacity C m and maximal power dissipation P BH m,max . The throughput of the backhaul link between the m-th RAU and BPU is denoted as R BH m , and the backhaul power consumption P BH m is calculated by the following formula
Next, we study how to get the throughput R BH m . As for the data-sharing strategy, the BPU routes each user's message to its serving RAU cluster. In other words, if user k is served by RAU m, then the BPU transmits the intended message for user k to RAU m through the backhaul link between the m-th RAU and BPU. Hence, R BH m equals to the sum rates of those users served by RAU m,
where G m denotes the user set served by m-th RAU.
3) BPU POWER CONSUMPTION
In DAS, the majority of signal processing are operated in BPU, thus we should take the power consumption of BBU into consideration. Let P BBU to denote this part of power, which is usually regraded as a constant [2] , [8] , [25] .
4) TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION
Let A ⊆ M represent the active RAU set, Z denote the inactive RAU set with A ∪ Z = M . Based on the above analysis, the total power consumption for downlink DAS can be calculated by the following formula:
where G = {G 1 , . . . , G M } denotes the user-centric RAU clustering and w represents an aggregative beamforming vector
wherew m denotes the beamforming vector at RAU m. P m = P act m − P slp m represents the relative transport link power consumption [8] . The first part of (20) is the total transmit power consumption, the second part is the total backhaul power consumption, the third part denotes the total relative transport link power consumption, and the last term const = m∈M P slp m + P BPU is a constant term.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In the above analysis, we have obtained the achievable rate and total power consumption. This paper aims at maximizing the network EE while guaranteeing the per-user QoS requirements in the presence of PC and the per-RAU power constraints. The following two strategies can be adopted
• Increase transmit power or the number of active RAUs to improve achievable rate R k ;
• Decrease transmit power or the number of active RAUs or backhaul throughput to reduce power consumption. It is clear that the two strategies conflict with each other. We need to find the right balance between them. Specifically, the EE is closely related to the number of active RAUs. Hence, RAU selection should be considered to select an optimal set of active RAUs. In addition, backhaul power consumption also plays an important role in maximizing EE. As we can see from (20) , the power consumption of backhaul link is relevant to backhaul throughput. Furthermore, backhaul throughput of the m-th RAU depends on the sum rates of those users served by the m-th RAU. Hence, user-centric VOLUME 6, 2018 RAU clustering need to be optimized to assign proper RAUs to serve each user to maximize EE. Both RAU selection and RAU clustering will lead to sparsity of beamforming vectors. In DAS, one RAU m will be switched off only when all the coefficients in its beamforming vectorsw m are set to zeros, which leads to group sparsity in w. In addition, one RAU m does not serve one user k when all the coefficients in the beamfoming vector w mk are set to zeros, which will introduce individual sparsity in w [8] . Both group sparsity and individual sparsity can be utilized to contribute to beamforming optimization.
As s result, the downlink EE maximization problem requires a joint design of sparse transmit beamforming, RAU selection and RAU clustering. With the target SINR ς = (ς 1 , · · · , ς K ) and given power restrictions P = (P 1 , · · · , P M ), the network EE maximization problem can be formulated as
The original optimization problem P 0 belongs to a classical nonlinear FPP. A widely used method to this problem is to transform it to nonlinear PPP [26] - [28] . Adopting this method, the problem P 0 can be converted to the following equivalent optimization problem
where λ is a given parameter and can be iteratively updated. According to [27] , if and only if maximize {A,G,w} (λ) = 0, the FPP P 0 and the PPP P 1 achieve the same optimal solution. Hence, in order to find out the optimal solution to problem P 0 , we have to design an iterative algorithm. In each iteration, we first try to solve the problem P 1 with a given λ and then update λ in some manner. Repeating this iterative process until maximize {A,G,w} (λ) = 0, we can obtain the optimal solution to P 0 . In the following section, we first embark on solving the problem P 1 .
IV. LOW-COMPLEXITY ALGORITHM TO SOLVE P 1
Problem P 1 is a combinational optimization problem in nature. We have to optimize beamforming vector w, active RAU set A and RAU clustering G at the same time. The most intuitive idea is to first determine the optimum A and G, and then problem P 1 will reduce to an univariate optimization problem, which is easier to be solved compared with multivariate optimization problem. A straightforward approach to find the global optimum A and G is exhaustive search. However, the complexity of exhaustive search is exponential in the number of RAUs and users, thus it cannot be applied in practice. Therefore, in this section, we will develop a low-complexity algorithm to transform the problem P 1 to a convex optimization problem and solve it.
A. REWEIGHTED 1 -norm Based Sparse Beamforming
Based on the above analysis, both RAU selection and RAU clustering will lead to sparsity of beamforming vectors, which can be utilized to simplify the problem P 1 . In this subsection, we take use of reweighted 1 -norm to induce sparsity and formulate a sparse beamforming (SBF) problem. Substituted with the detailed expression of P (A, G, w) in (20) , the objective function (λ) in P 1 can be rewritten as
As we can see, there are three optimization variables {A, G, w} in (λ), which is very hard to deal with. Hence, it is necessary to remove redundant optimization variables. Observing the expression of objective function, we can find that variables A and G are introduced by 
where β mk and α m are corresponding weights and can be iteratively updated according to
where w mk is the beamforming vector from the previous iteration. τ 1 > 0 and τ 2 > 0 are constant regularization factors, avoiding the denominator equals to zero.
Correspondingly, the (λ) can be approximated bỹ
By substituting the objective function in the problem P 1 with˜ (λ) in (27) , P 1 can be transformed into the following SBF problem:
P SBF is still a non-convex problem mainly because of R k . In the following subsections, we adopt SDR approach to convert R k into a D.C. function, and further transform P SBF to a SDR problem.
B. SDR-BASED PROBLEM REFORMULATION
In order to deal with R k , we take the SDR approach [29] in this subsection. Define a set of positive semidefinite matrices
, SINR k in (16) can be rewritten as
Using the property of trace, R k in (15) can be rewritten as follows
For the sake of simplicity, we let
where 
Since function g k (W) is slowly sensitive to a change in the variable W, thus we can employ the first-order Taylor series approximation method to well approximate g k (W) withg k (W), which is given bỹ
where W is given and vec (·) denotes the vectorization operation. In the following iterative algorithm, we let W equal to W from the previous iteration. It is evident thatg k (W) is convex in W, therefore R k can be approximated by a concave
We further define a set of selection matrices {A mk } k∈U m∈M , where A mk ∈ C MN ×MN is a block diagonal matrix with the identify matrix I N as the m-th main diagonal block square matrix and zeros elsewhere. Therefore, we have w mk 2 2 = Tr (A mk W k ). Hence,˜ (λ) in (27) can be further approximated by
So far, the first term of the objective function have been approximated by a concave function, and the third term of the objective function is affine. However, even with the above approximation, the objective function is still not concave due to the fact that the product term Tr (A mk W k ) R k in the second term are coupled, which is very difficult to deal with. Even if we substitute R k with R k , the product term is also not convex. Luckily, we observe that R k is slowly sensitive to a change in the variable W. Meanwhile, the above analysis has mentioned that it requires to design an iterative algorithm to accomplish reweighted 1 -norm and approximation of R k . Hence, it is reasonable and practical to substitute R k in the second term of the objective function (λ) with R k from the last iteration.
Based on the above analysis,˜ (λ) in problem P SBF can be well approximated by a concave function (λ) in (36) shown at the top of the next page. VOLUME 6, 2018
(36)
Next, it is turn to deal with the constraints in P SBF . The achievable SINR constraints can be transformed to C 1 in (37) shown at the top of this page. By substituting w mk 2 2 with Tr (A mk W k ), the power constraints in (28) can be rewritten as C 2
It is obvious that both C 1 and C 2 are convex. However, because w k is rank one, W k is also required to be rank one and positive semidefinite. Unfortunately, rank one constraint is not convex and very hard to deal with. We adopt SDR method proposed in [29] and temporarily drop rank one constraint. Hence, the problem P SBF can be approximated by the following SDR problem
The SDR problem is an instance of semidefinite programming (SDP) problem, which can be solved efficiently, e.g., via interior point methods or CVX toolbox in MATLAB.
To sum up, the problem P 1 can be well approximated by a convex optimization problem P SDR . In the following subsection, we summarize the above procedures and propose a detailed algorithm to solve problem P 1 .
C. PROPOSED ALGORITHM TO SOLVE PROBLEM P 1
According to the above analysis, the problem P 1 can be solved by designing an iterative algorithm. In each iteration, we first update the value of W, R k and β mk , α m in (λ), and then solve the SDR problem P SDR by use of CVX. Repeating this process until the value of (λ) converges, we denote the converged solution as W * k . If it is so lucky that rank W * k = 1, ∀k, then we can directly apply rank-one decomposition to obtain w * k , satisfying
w * k will be a near-optimal solution to problem P 1 . Otherwise, if there exists user k such that the rank of W * k is larger than 1, we apply the Gaussian randomization method in [29] to obtain a feasible rank-one approximate solution to problem P 1 .
Although it's very hard to prove that problem P SDR always has a rank-one feasible solution, thousands of simulation results show the converged solution W * k are always rankone.
The detailed algorithm to solve problem P 1 is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Sparse Beamforming Algorithm
Input: initial beamforming vector {w k }, k = 1, 2, · · · , K and given λ.
} and {β mk , α m } according to formula (26) , i = i + 1 2) Solve the SDR problem P SDR with CVX toolbox to find the optimal {W k [i]} Until convergence. Decomposition: Denote the converged solution as W * k . Then conduct rank-one decomposition or Gaussian randomization method on W * k to obtain feasible solutions w * k to problem P 1 .
V. THREE KINDS OF LOW-COMPLEXITY ALGORITHMS TO SOLVE PROBLEM P 0
In this section, we first provide two kinds of schemes to update λ. Based on these two schemes, we then respectively propose two algorithms to solve the original problem P 0 . In addition, we propose a heuristic algorithm with less complexity by means of the property of iterative update.
As mentioned above, the original problem P 0 can be equivalently transformed to a nonlinear PPP P 1 with given λ. It has been illustrated that problem P 1 can be effectively solved. Now the most critical problem is how to update parameter λ and find an optimum λ * such that the optimal value of (λ * ) is zero. Then the optimal solution to P 1 is also the optimal solution to P 0 , and the value of λ * is just the maximal value of EE.
The most classical solution to iteratively update λ is utilizing Dinkelbach's algorithm [27] . That is, we first solve the problem P 1 with given λ l by use of Algorithm 1 to get a stable solution w * k [l] , then update λ l+1 according to
where R l k and P(A, G, w) l are calculated based on the solution w * k [l] from the l-th iteration. Repeating the above iterative process until maximize {A,G,w} (λ) = 0, we achieve a nearoptimal solution to the original problem P 0 . We summarize the above procedures and propose the Dinkelbach's method based independently updated (DMIU) algorithm to solve the original problem P 0 , which is presented as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Dinkelbach's Method Based Independently Updated (DMIU) Algorithm
Input: initial beamforming vector Observing the definition of EE, we can find that λ has a value range. A typical example is 0
where ''const'' term is just the constant term in (20) , and
is the maximum rate achieved with the maximum transmit power and without considering interference. Hence, we can adopt one-dimensional search method to update λ [1] , such as bi-section method. The corresponding bi-section method based iteratively updated (BMIU) algorithm to solve the original problem P 0 is summarized in Algorithm 3.
We can observe that both DMIU algorithm and BMIU algorithm solve the original EE maximization problem P 0 by means of two nested loops. At the inner loop, we iteratively update beamforming matrix W k and further adopt 1 0 -norm to update two weighting factors {β mk , α m }. , then solve problem P 1 with Algorithm 1 with given λ, and get the converged solution w * k and (λ). 2) If (λ) ≤ 0, update λ max = λ. Otherwise, update λ min = λ. Until convergence Output: The near-optimal solutions w * k to the original problem P 0 .
Algorithm 4 Dinkelbach's Method Based Simultaneously Updated (DMSU) Algorithm
Input: initial beamforming vector
according to formula (15) and (20) . Update
and update {β mk , α m } according to formula (26) . 3) Solve the SDR problem P SDR with CVX toolbox to find the optimal solution W *
Conduct rank-one decomposition or Gaussian randomization method on W * k [i] to obtain near-optimal solutions w * k to the original problem P 0 .
At the outer loop, both the Dinkelbach's algorithm and bisection method are employed to iteratively update the value of λ. According to (40), we can find that the basic idea of Dinkelbach's algorithm is utilizing the solution w * k [l] form the l-th iteration to calculate the value of λ l+1 . In other words, the updating process in both the inner loop and outer loop are related to beamforming matrix W k in DMIU Algorithm. Hence, we can design a heuristic algorithm that simultaneously updates the values of {β mk , α m } and λ once we have a solution to the problem P SDR , not mattering whether the solution is stable or not to the problem P 1 . Based on this idea, the Dinkelbach's method based simultaneously updated (DMSU) algorithm is proposed and shown in Algorithm 4. Compared with DMIU algorithm, DMSU algorithm solve the original problem P 0 by means of only one loop and reduce computational complexity.
The three proposed algorithms have the similar structure, which solve the original EE maximization problem P 0 by designing an iterative structure. In each iteration, P 0 can be approximated by a convex SDR problem P SDR , which can be efficiently solved by applying the interior-point method with polynomial complexity o (KMN ) 4.5 log 1 ε [29] , where ε > 0 is a given solution accuracy. Assuming that the total number of iterations to converge to a stable point is T tot , the overall complexity orders for them are then o T tot (KMN ) 4.5 log 1 ε , where T tot are respectively T DMIU , T BMIU and T DMSU for three algorithms. In general, T DMSU is the smallest because the DMSU algorithm only contains one loop, while DMIU and BMIU algorithms require two nested loops.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of three kinds of algorithms to solve the EE maximization problem with PC for DASs. We consider a hexagonal single-cell DAS network with M = 12 RAUs randomly located in the cell. Each RAU is equipped with N = 6 antennas. There are K = 9 singleantenna users randomly and independently distributed in the hexagonal region. The channel model in (1) is adopted to generate channels, and the other simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 .
The considered EE maximization problem P 0 is a NPhard problem, thus it is impossible to find a global optimum to P 0 with polynomial complexity, which makes it difficult to show the performance gap between proposed algorithms and optimum. To illustrate the performance advantages of proposed algorithms, we select the following three algorithms as comparisons:
• Coordinated beamforming (CB) algorithm: The CB algorithm does not consider RAU selection and RAU clustering. That is to say, all RAUs operate in active mode and each RAU serves all users [32] .
• Greedy selection (GS) algorithm: The GS algorithm iteratively selects one RAU to switch off at each step, while re-optimizing problem P 0 with the remaining active RAU set [8] .
• Minimum-distance-based clustering (MDC) algorithm: Based on the distance information, the MDC algorithm iteratively assigns each user to the nearest RAU in each iteration until all users have been allocated a specific number of RAUs [10] . In this algorithm, there maybe several RAUs not assigned to any user, and these RAUs will be closed. 
A. CONVERGENCE BEHAVIORS OF THREE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
First, we compare the performance between three algorithms. Fig.1 demonstrates the convergence behaviors of the proposed algorithms. This figure shows that the three algorithms achieve the same optimal value, but with different time complexity. Actually, three proposed algorithms have the same solution. It is worth emphasizing that the horizontal axis ''Number of iterations'' represents the number of update of parameter λ. We know that the DMIU algorithm and the BMIU algorithm solve the original EE maximization problem P 0 by means of two nested loops, and ''Number of iterations'' for the DMIU and the BMIU algorithms just denotes the number of iterations at outer loop. Hence, it is not reasonable to compare the complexity of three proposed algorithms by means of ''Number of iterations''. Instead, we regard CPU time as a metric to compare time complexity of different algorithms. Fig.1 shows that the DMSU algorithm consumes the shortest time compared with the DMIU and the BMIU algorithms. Although the DMIU algorithm converges at the fastest speed, achieving a stable solution within 3 iterations, it costs more execution time in one iteration due to existence of inner loop. On the contrary, the DMSU algorithm spends less CPU time in each iteration with only three more iterative numbers than the DMIU algorithm. Actually, the total number of iterations of the DMIU algorithm is more than the DMSU algorithm. Hence, the total execution time consumed by the DMSU algorithm is less than the DMIU algorithm, almost one-third. As for the BMIU algorithm, the only difference compared with the DMIU algorithm is the solution to update parameter λ. The BMIU algorithm adopts bi-section method to search optimal value of λ, which is susceptible to the search scope. Because the value of
is quite large, it requires more iterations to converge, consuming the longest execution time. If we can further narrow down the search scope, the rate of convergence will be dramatically reduced.
Since the DMSU algorithm achieves the same optimum with the shortest time, this paper mainly focuses on it in the following simulations. 
B. AVERAGE NETWORK PERFORMANCE VERSUS TARGET SINR
In this subsection, we evaluate the average network performance with different target SINRs. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2-4 . Each point in Fig. 2-4 is obtained by averaging 100 independent channel generations. Fig. 2 shows the average network EE of four algorithms with different target SINRs. This figure demonstrates that the proposed DMSU algorithm which simultaneously optimizes transmit beamforming, RAU selection and RAU clustering achieves the best average EE compared with the other three algorithms. The CB algorithm does not consider RAU selection and RAU clustering, thus it achieves the lowest EE. Although the MDC algorithm takes RAU selection and RAU clustering into account, it splits the joint optimization problem into two subproblems. The MDC algorithm first identifies the A and G based on the distance information and then optimizes the transmit beamforming to maximize EE. Different from the MDC algorithm, in each iteration, the GS algorithm first adopts backward greedy selection to give a candidate A and then re-optimizes the problem P 0 with the candidate A. Repeat the iterative process until the EE can not be further improved. Simulation results in Fig. 2 show that the performance of the GS algorithm is better than the MDC algorithm, but both of them have lower EE than the proposed DMSU algorithm. Based on the above analysis, we can draw a conclusion that jointly optimizing transmit beamforming, RAU selection and RAU clustering can contribute to improving EE. Fig. 2 also shows that when the target SINR increases, the average EE gradually decreases at an increasing rate. In addition, the performance gap between the CB algorithm and the other three algorithms becomes smaller. Actually, more and more RAUs are forced to be switched on for all algorithms to satisfy higher QoS constraints. In the extreme case, all the RAUs will operate in active mode. However, there will be still a very small performance gap between the CB algorithm and the other three algorithms because of the effect of RAU clustering.
We further investigate the average proportion of active RAUs with different target SINRs for three algorithms. As we VOLUME 6, 2018 can see from Fig. 3 , there are more and more RAUs switched on for three algorithms with the higher and higher QoS constraints. In addition, we can find that the proposed DMSU algorithm can switch off more RAUs than the other two algorithms, which is one of the reasons why the proposed DMSU algorithm can achieve a better EE than MDC and GS algorithms.
We plot the average power consumption of each part in (20) with different target SINRs for the DMSU algorithm in Fig. 4 . As the target SINR increases, the total TX power consumption increases significantly. By contrast, the total BH and RT power consumption increase slightly. This is because target SINR is not high enough (maximum is 8 dB), BPU simply need to perform resource allocation and increase transmit power for each user, and it is not necessary for BPU to switch on many RAUs. As we can see from Fig. 3 , there is only one added RAU to be switched on from 0 dB to 8 dB.
C. RAU SELECTION AND RAU CLUSTERING
In this subsection, we explicitly show the detailed results of RAU selection and RAU clustering. The following results are based on a given example of RAU-user location as shown in Fig. 5 . Of course, the proposed algorithms are applicable to arbitrary instance of RAU-user location. Fig. 6 shows the transmit power of all RAUs for the three proposed algorithms and the CB algorithm, and Fig .7 depicts the results of RAU selection and RAU clustering.
We can observe from Fig. 6 that the active RAU sets and the transmit power of each RAU acquired by three proposed algorithms are identical. There are 6 RAUs selected to operate in active mode, and the remaining RAUs are scheduled to be closed. Compared with Fig. 5 , we can find that the closed RAUs are usually geographically distant from the majority of users. It is obviously reasonable because those RAUs have small contribution to users due to large path loss, thus they should be closed to improve EE. In contrast, it can be seen that all RAUs are active for the CB algorithm.
From Fig. 7 , we have an intuitive knowledge about the detailed results of RAU selection and RAU clustering. Three proposed algorithms achieve identical RAU selection and RAU clustering. The red hexagrams denote active RAUs, and the green hexagrams represent closed RAUs. Each circle consists of one RAU and all users served by it. For example, RAU 1 only serves user 3 and user 6. Intuitively, the RAU clustering in Fig. 7 is reasonable. Each RAU only serves its nearby users, and each user can be served by several nearby RAUs.
Through the above analysis, we can draw a conclusion that three proposed algorithms converge at a fast rate and achieve reasonable RAU selection and RAU clustering.
D. THE ADVERSE EFFECT OF PC
In this subsection, we investigate the adverse effect of PC. In this figure, we can clearly observe that PC has an adverse effect on EE. For example, the EE without PC is almost 56 percent higher than the EE with PC when the number of RAUs is 10. Hence, it is very necessary to take into account the impact of PC, which maybe become a major bottleneck for improving EE. In addition, we can observe from Fig. 8 that a larger number of RAUs does not guarantee a higher EE. For instance, the EE corresponding to 10 RAUs is higher than the other two scenarios. Although a larger number of RAUs can achieve larger user rates, it also consumes more circuit power. Hence, it is necessary to identify the optimal number of RAUs to achieve the highest EE.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated a joint optimization problem covering sparse transmit beamforming, RAU clustering and RAU selection to maximize EE for a downlink DAS in the presence of PC. The original optimization problem is a nonconvex multivariate FPP, which is very difficult to tackle. To solve it, the original optimization problem was first transformed to an equivalent PPP with a given EE parameter. The equivalent PPP was further approximated by a SDR problem, which is convex and can be solved efficiently. Three iterative algorithms were developed to find a solution to the original optimization problem. Simulation results illustrated that the proposed algorithms always converge to a stable point within a limited number of iterations and significantly improve the network EE. In addition, the proposed algorithms commendably achieved the joint design of sparse transmit beamforming, RAU selection and RAU clustering.
